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Abstract. The present paper discusses the concept of subtractive color mixing 
widely used in color hardcopy applications and shows that a more realistic con-
cept would be “spectral mixing”: the physical description of the coloration of 
light by printed surfaces comes from the mixing of light components selectively 
absorbed by inks or dyes during their patch within the printing materials. Some 
classical reflectance equations for continuous tone and halftone prints are  
reviewed and considered as spectral mixing laws. The challenge of extending 
these models to new inkless printing processes based on laser radiation is also 
addressed.  
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1 Introduction 

Color mixing is a key-concept in color reproduction, either by painting, printing, or 
displaying. It refers to the observation that a large panel of colors (the color gamut) 
can be achieved by varying the amount of a limited set of base colors, called prima-
ries. With light emitting systems, the primaries are light sources, often with red, green 
and blue color, that are either superposed or juxtaposed with a shorter period than the 
visual acuity. Since the tristimulus values of the produced colors is a linear, additive 
combination of the tristimulus values of the three primaries, this type of color mixing 
has been called additive color mixing. This concept, based on Grassman’s additivity 
law, enabled the color matching experiments at the basis of colorimetry [1]. In oppo-
sition to the light emitting systems, paintings and printed hardcopies selectively atte-
nuate the incident white light in different proportions according to the wavelength. 
Layers of primaries, paints or inks, are coated on a reflecting support and play a role 
of spectral filtering of light. This type of color mixing is improperly called subtractive 
color mixing [2], by reference to the fact that part of the incident light is removed by 
filtering, but the tristimulus values of paint or ink mixtures cannot be obtained by 
combining the tristimulus values of the primaries; it is therefore not a color mixing in 
the sense of colorimetry.  

However, the subtractive color mixing is also related to a physical experience, 
which consists in producing many colors by mixing nonscattering dyes, usually  
of cyan, magenta and yellow color. According to the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer law [1], 
the spectral absorption coefficient of the dye mixture, ( )K λ , is a linear, additive 
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combination of the spectral absorption coefficients ( )jK λ  of the individual dyes. 

“Spectral mixing” would therefore be more exact than “color mixing”.  As the light 
is exponentially attenuated as a function of the traveled distance in the mixture layer, 
the internal spectral transmittance of a layer of mixture with thickness h is   

 ( ) ( ) ( )j jc K hK h
j

t e e
− λ− λλ = = ∏  (1) 

where cj denotes the relative concentration of each dye. By defining a reference con-
centration of each dye and a reference layer thickness, an internal transmittance 

( )jt λ  can be attached to each primary, and the internal transmittance of the mixture 

can be written 

 ( ) ( )j
jj

t t
ελ = λ∏  (2) 

where εj denotes the relative optical thickness of each dye, i.e. the product of its rela-
tive concentration and the layer thickness. Note that doubling the amounts of prima-

ries or doubling the layer thickness yields same internal transmittance ( )2t λ , i.e. a 
double optical thickness. Mixing the dyes or coated them on top of each other would 
yields exactly the same color.   

The Beer-Bouguer-Lambert law is an essential physical law to explain the colors 
achieved by painting and prints, but not sufficient because no object is a simple mix-
ing or superposition of absorbing media. At least, the mixture has an interface with air 
whose optical effect cannot be neglected [3-4], and it is generally deposited on a sup-
port, specular or diffusing, whose internal reflectance has obviously capital impact of 
the final color. The refractive index of the layers may also have significant impact, as 
observed by stacking colored films on a white background with or without optical 
contact [5-7]. Lastly, the Beer-Bouguer-Lambert law is restricted to non-scattering 
media; extension to scattering media is possible but more difficult, except when scat-
tering is sufficiently strong so that the Kubelka-Munk model applies [8-9].  

Our intension in this paper is to review some spectral reflectance models developed 
for predicting the color of printed surfaces and present them as so many examples of 
spectral mixing laws. By recalling some of the main spectral mixing equations that 
have been physically validated on different types of printed surfaces [10-11], this 
study extends the recent study aiming at defining different color mixing systems for 
computer graphics applications [12]. For the sake of simplicity, we address only the 
case of printing on diffusing supports (paper, white polymer…) with inks assumed to 
be nonscattering. This already covers most classical printing systems such as wood-
cut, analog photography, offset, inkjet, laser jet, dye diffusion thermal transfer (D2T2) 
printing techniques [13]. We also address, in the last section, new inkless printing 
technologies being currently developed, which produce colors on laser-sensitive lay-
ers [14-15]. For the surfaces colored with these new processes, the classical concept 
of internal transmittance of primary, introduced above in the context of the Beer-
Lambert-Bouguer law and used in most of the models reviewed here, needs to be 
revisited.    
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2 Spectral Mixing Laws for Contone Printing 

Printing systems capable of depositing variable amounts of dyes on the support on 
each printable pixel, therefore able to produce uniformly colored surfaces as analog 
photographs, are called continuous tone, or “contone” printing systems. Thermal 
transfer and thermal diffusion printers belong to this category, especially dye diffu-
sion thermal transfer (D2T2) printers used for proofing applications [13]. On an  
optical point of view, the structure of the print comprises: a diffusing support, a dye 
mixture layer, and the dye-air interface. The optical equation proposed in 1953 by 
Williams and Clapper for photograph prints [16], which have comparable structure, 
applies. Berns used a simplified version of this equation in 1993 to predict the spectral 
reflectance of D2T2 prints [17] by ignoring the diffuse or collimated angular distribu-
tion of light in the dye layer. The model is based on the spectral internal reflectance 

( )ρ λ  of the support and the spectral internal transmittance ( )t λ  of the dye layer 

assumed to have same refractive index m (typically around 1.5). The reflectance and 
transmittance of the dye-air interface are computed on both faces according the angu-
lar distribution of the light and the measuring geometry: sr  denotes the specular 

reflectance of the interface (it is zero when the specular reflection is not viewed by the 

detector), 0.95inT =  is the transmittance for incoming light at 45°, 20.96 /exT m=  is 

the transmittance for the exiting radiance at 0° (the term 1/m² accounts for the effect 
of the refraction on the radiance [18]), and 0.6ir =  is the reflectance at the dye side 

for the light diffuse by the support [18, 19]. The flux transfers between the support, 
the dye layer and the interface are presented in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. Path of light in a coloring layer made of three dyes on top of a diffusing support, accord-
ing to Berns’ model  

Finally, Berns equation is written: 
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When the dye layer is a mixture (or equivalently a superposition) of primary dyes, 
according to Beer’s law (2), the internal transmittance t(λ) is given by (2). The sup-
port’s internal reflectance is deduced from the measured reflectance of the unprinted 
support. The internal transmittance of each primary, at unit optical thickness (maxi-
mum amount of dye), is deduced from the spectral reflectance measured on a color 
patch where this primary is alone.  

3 Spectral Mixing Laws for Halftone Printing 

Most traditional printing systems cannot transfer variable amount of ink on the sup-
port but deposit it according to a binary process. Color variations are thus produced 
by covering partially the surface according to a screen of patterns. this technique is 
called halftoning [20]. Once printed, the surface looks like a mosaic of colored areas, 
called Neugebauer primaries, resulting from the partial overlap of the primary ink 
patterns. For N printed inks, we have 2N Neugebauer primaries. In classical clustered-
dot or error diffusion prints, the fractional area occupied by each Neugebauer primary 
can be deduced from the surface coverages of the primary inks according to the De-
michel equations [21], valid in all cases where the ink halftone dots are laid out inde-
pendently, e.g. in stochastic screening, in error diffusion, or in mutually rotated clus-
tered dot screens. For three primary inks with respective surface coverages c, m, and 
y, the surface coverages ak of the eight primaries are respectively:  

 

( )( )( )
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3.1 The Yule-Nielsen Modified Spectral Neugebauer Equation 

The Neugebauer equation is the only additive color mixing law applicable to printed 
surfaces. It relies on the simple idea that each primary k in the halftone, i.e. each area 
in the mosaic, contributes to the total reflectance of the surface in proportion of its 
surface coverage ak, and with the same reflectance ( )kR λ  as in a large patch where it 

is printed alone. The spectral reflectance of a halftone print is thus written [22] 

 ( ) ( )H k kk
R a Rλ = λ   (5) 

This linear equation can be equivalently expressed in terms of tristimulus values, 
for example in the CIEXYZ 1931 color space: 

 ( ) ( ), , , ,H H H k k k kk
X Y Z a X Y Z=  (6) 
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However, the use of the Neugebauer equation is very limited because it does not 
account for the possible travels of photons through different primaries, especially due 
to the scattering of light by the support. This phenomenon, called optical dot gain or 
Yule-Nielsen effect [23-24], may have considerable consequence on the spectral ref-
lectance of the printed surface. The Neugebauer model is therefore limited to configu-
rations without any scattering of light (e.g. transparent inks on nonscattering printed 
supports such as transparency films or mirrors) or where edge effects can be neglected 
because the primary areas are very large (very low halftone screen frequency).  

In order to correct the Neugebauer model, Yule and Nielsen [23] established an 
empirical law that Viggiano used as a correction of the Neugebauer equation [25], 
yielding the Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer (YNSN) equation: 

 ( ) ( )1/ nn
k kk

R a R λ = λ   (7) 

The n value is a real number, usually higher than 1, which generally increases as 
the printing support is more scattering or the halftone screen frequency increases [11]. 
However, it has been noticed that values below 1 or even negative could provide bet-
ter agreement with the measurements, especially when the ink deeply penetrates the 
support [26-28].  

The physical interpretation of the Yule-Nielsen correction has been explored along 
various axes, for example by modeling photon path probabilities in the different pri-
maries [29-31]. Recently, an unsuccessful attempt to find other empirical corrections 
[32] suggests that this correction is the best expression of the physical reality. In most 
cases, its capacity to match the measured reflectance of halftones is very good, despite 
its disconcerting simplicity. However, the use of an exponential function in this cor-
rection is rather consistent with the physics of attenuation of light in absorbing media.  

In addition to the already proposed interpretations, we add a simple one that, as far 
as we can see, has never been exposed. Let us first schematically consider that the 
reflection process of light is a succession of two events: the reflection by the support, 
with reflectance ρ(λ), and the attenuation through the halftone ink layer. The reflec-
tance of one Neugebauer primary printed alone is written 

 ( ) ( ) ( )k kR Tλ = ρ λ λ , (8) 

where ( )
kT λ  can be assimilated to an internal transmittance of the primary, and the 

Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer equation (7) is written 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1/ nn
k kk

R a T λ = ρ λ λ   (9) 

 If we subdivide the halftone layer into n identical sublayers of relative thickness 
1/n, the internal transmittance of each one, assuming that no scattering is allowed 
within it, is   

 ( )1/n
k kk

a T λ  (10) 
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where the power 1/n comes from the relative thickness 1/n of the sublayer, according 
to Beer’s law.  

The Yule-Nielsen equation (9) means that the light, while crossing the n sublayers, 
mixes completely between each sublayer as represented in Fig. 2 for n = 2: the prima-
ries met by photons through the different sublayers are not correlated. Therefore, the 
Yule-Nielsen correction actually models the optical dot gain by an alternation of 
transmissions without scattering through the primaries and complete mixings of the 
transmitted light components. The n values determines the number of mixing events 
(which may be extended to real numbers) in the halftone layer, therefore the number 
of transitions between primaries statistically carried out by the photons. Note that 
even on transparency films where scattering is very low, the optimal n value is not 1 
but rather around 2 [4].  

 
Fig. 2. Physical interpretation of the Yule-Nielsen model for n =2  

3.2 Multiplicative Equation for Halftone Colors 

It is interesting to analyze the limit of the Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer 
model as n tends to infinity [26-28]. Let us write equation (7) as follows  

 ( ) ( )( )1/exp log n
k kk

R n a R λ = λ   (11) 

As n tends to infinity, 1/n tends to 0 and the terms ( )1/n
kR λ  tend to 1. Since the 

sum of the surface coverages ka  is 1, the term in the log function tends to 1, and the 

log function tends to its first order Taylor expansion: 

 ( )( ) ( )( )1/ 1/lim log lim 1
→∞ →∞

λ = λ − n n
k k k kk kn n

a R a R  (12) 

Using the first order Taylor expansion of the exponential function, we also have 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1/ 1 1
lim lim exp log lim 1 logn

k k k
n n n

R R R
n n→∞ →∞ →∞

   λ = λ = + λ      
 (13) 
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Finally, we can easily show from (12) and (13) that (11) tends to 

 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
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 (14) 

or, according to the notation introduced in (8), to 

 ( ) ( ) ( )ka
n kk

R T→∞ λ = ρ λ λ∏  (15) 

This surprising result means that the Yule-Nielsen correction with infinite n trans-
forms the additive Neugebauer equation into a multiplicative one, and the surface 
coverages into optical thickness as in (2). Pursuing our physical interpretation of the 
correction, infinite n means infinity of infinitesimal sublayers, which is comparable to 
a homogenous mixture of the inks for which the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer law applies. 
This model is particularly suitable to halftones printed on very porous supports such 
as cotton fabrics, in which the inks deeply penetrate and strongly spread so that the 
halftone patterns almost completely disappear.  

3.3 The Clapper-Yule Equation 

The model introduced in 1953 by Clapper and Yule [33] for the spectral reflectance of 
single-ink halftone prints follows the same approach as Berns’ model for contones 
with a halftone ink layer in place of the dye mixture layer. The Clapper-Yule equation 
extended to multi-ink halftones is  

 ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2

21

in ex k k
s

i k k

T T a t
R r

r a t

 ρ λ  λ = +
 − ρ λ λ 

λ






 (16) 

where rs, Tin, Tout, ri and ρ(λ) have same meaning as in Berns’ equation (3). 

 

Fig. 3. Path of light in a halftone ink layer on top of a diffusing background, according to the 
Clapper-Yule model 
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The squared sum in the numerator of (16) denotes the transmissions of the incident 
light and the exiting light through the halftone ink layer. The sum in the denominator 
denotes the double attenuation of light issued from the diffusing support that is inter-
nally reflected by the interface through each primary, as represented in Fig. 3.  

The corresponding reflectance is 2
i kkr a t . The diffusing support collects the light 

components issued from the primaries and mixes them completely.  
As for Berns’ model, the internal reflectance of the support and the internal trans-

mittance of primaries are deduced from the spectral reflectances measured on the 
unprinted support and on patches where each Neugebauer primary is printed alone.   

Note that both Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer model and the Clapper-
Yule model have been transposed to transmittance, including the possibility to ad-
dress duplex prints [34-37]. 

4 Real and Virtual Primaries 

The previously introduced spectral mixing laws are adapted to classical printing sys-
tems where the number of primaries is finite: woodcut printing, offset, inkjet, electro-
photography, dye sublimation… [13]. However, they appear to be too limited for new 
inkless printing technologies based on laser-sensitive layers being currently devel-
oped. The concept of primary needs to be reviewed. In order to better understand the 
challenge of calibrating these printing processes, it is useful to recall how the classical 
prediction models mentioned above are calibrated.  

4.1 Calibration of Models for Traditional Printing Systems 

The reflectances of the primaries in the Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer 
model, or their internal transmittances in the Berns and Clapper-Yule models, are 
directly deduced from the measured spectral reflectances of the single-primary color 
printed on the support. Then, in order to predict the spectral reflectance of any printa-
ble color, there is nothing else but getting the quantities (optical thicknesses or,  
accordingly, surface coverages) of the different primaries that have been actually 
transferred on the support.  

In D2T2 printing, for example, we can verify that, for any printed color, we can 
find values for the optical thicknesses εc, εm and εy of the three primaries so that the 
spectral reflectance predicted by (3) and the measured one correctly match. According 
to our experiments carried out over 54 patches, the deviations between predicted and 
measured spectra, assessed in terms of CIELAB 1994 ΔE, were 0.43 unit in average, 
and 1.3 at maximum, which enables validating the accuracy of Berns’ equation.  

Full calibration of the predictive models also includes the correspondence between 
the amounts of transferred dyes or printed inks and the CMYK color coordinates of 
the digital layout. Detailed methods are described in [12] for halftone printing and 
[17] for contone printing.  
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4.2 Challenges of Calibrating Inkless Printing Technologies 

A new generation of inkless printing techniques is currently developed where an ach-
romatic photosensitive layer is coated on a support, then irradiated with lasers in order 
to reveal the colors. A first example is the laser microinscription system on silver-
containing titania films presented in [14]. Many different angle- and polarization-
dependent colors may be produced by varying the laser command parameters (irra-
diance, wavelength, polarization, exposure…). The concept of primary would need to 
be extended at least to angle and polarization variations.  

Another example is the color laser marking (CLM) system based on the selective 
bleaching of a mixture of cyan, magenta and yellow dyes under laser irradiation [15]. 
the bleachable dye mixture is coated on a polymer substrate then overlaid by a clear 
polymer sheet. The laser irradiation enables bleaching uniformly the dye mixture 
layer over a large area (see examples in Fig. 4). The structure of the print is compara-
ble to the contone prints and Berns’ equation (3) applies. 

 
Fig. 4. Microscopic images of areas printed with the CLM technology by using different laser 
wavelengths and powers. The coloring layer is nearly continuous, no halftoning is needed. 

The ideal bleaching process would transform the initial colored dyes into clear 
ones, but in practice, new color dyes appear due to photo- or thermo-chemical me-
chanisms. The consequence is that the initial mixture of the three dyes with known 
internal transmittances is transformed into a mixture containing more dyes with un-
known internal transmittances.  

We tried to reproduce the classical calibration procedure explained in Section 4.1 
for the D2T2 printer, by using samples where each of the three bleachable dyes cyan, 
magenta and yellow are coated alone. From the spectral reflectances of these samples, 
we deduced their respective internal transmittances. Then, for 570 other printed 
patches, we searched for their respective optical thicknesses in order to have the best 
agreement between the spectral reflectance predicted by the Berns’ equation (3) and 
the measured one. The average CIELAB 1994 ΔE value over these 570 patches was 
of 4.2 units, with a maximum of 7.1 units. This poor accuracy shows that this method 
fails with the CLM printing whereas is was performing for the D2T2 printing. The 
question is therefore how to obtain effective primaries able to reconstruct the spectral 
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space generated by the printing process. One possible solution to get them is to use a 
principal component analysis (PCA) [17].  

4.3 Mixing Virtual Primaries Obtained by PCA 

We selected a set of 130 patches printed in CLM, measured their spectral reflectances, 
deduced from them the 130 spectral internal transmittances of transformed dye mix-
tures, and finally performed the PCA on these 130 internal transmittances. The PCA 
is computed by creating a rectangular matrix M whose rows correspond to the spec-
tral internal transmittances, then by diagonalizing the Gramian matrix MTM [38-39]. 
Most eigenvalues of MTM are close to zero; the number of eigenvalues with signifi-
cant value indicates the dimensionality of the spectral space [40], the significance of 
eigenvalues being assessed by the cumulative percentage variance defined in [38]. 
The corresponding eigenvectors will be used as the spectral internal transmittances of 
virtual primaries.  

The ten highest eigenvalues obtained from 130 spectral reflectances of CLM 
patches are shown in Table 1. The cumulative percentage variance reaches 100% with 
the four highest eigenvalues: the dimensionality of the spectral space generated by the 
CLM is therefore 4. By using the four corresponding eigenvectors as internal spectral 
transmittances in equations (2) and (3), and by searching for their respective optical 
thicknesses yielding the best agreement between the predicted and measured spectral 
reflectances for each of the 570 printed patches, we obtained an average CIELAB 
ΔE94 value between predicted and measured spectra of 0.55 units (maximum of 1.88 
units). With six eigenvectors instead of four, the average ΔE94 became 0.10 unit (max-
imum of 0.39 unit). This represents an appreciable gain in accuracy compared to the 
classical method based on 3 real primaries, and shows that the spectral mixing con-
cept can be extended to “virtual primaries” (containing however all physical informa-
tion from the measured spectra used in the learning step of the model) when the “real 
primaries” cannot be clearly identified. 

For comparison, we also tested this method from 54 CMY patches printed in 
D2T2. Compared to CLM printing, similar cumulative variances are achieved with 
one primary less (Table 1). We can estimate that the dimensionality of the spectral 
space in D2T2 printing is 3, which is consistent with the fact that three dyes are trans-
ferred almost independently of each other [17]. 

Table 1. Ten highest eigenvalues of the Gramian matrix computed from spectral reflectances of 
patches printed with the CLM printing process and a D2T2 printer 

CLM printing process 

Eigenvalue ej 2401 65.6 14.5 4.0 0.37 0.30 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.005 

Cumulative % variance 96.6 99.2 99.8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

D2T2 printer 

Eigenvalue ej 529 146.4 106.0 0.12 0.11 0.03 0.01 0.008 0.002 0.001 

Cumulative % variance 67.7 86.4 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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5 Conclusions 

In this work, we recalled the main predictive equations for the spectral reflectance of 
printed surfaces: Berns’ equation, applicable to contone prints, and the Yule-Nielsen 
modified Spectral Neugebauer and the Clapper-Yule model applicable to halftone 
prints, by showing explicitly how they model the spectral attenuations of fluxes in  
the colored primaries. We espcially reviewed the physical interpretation of the Yule-
Nielsen correction for the Neugebauer equation by showing that it actually models  
the optical dot gain as an alternation of transmissions of light through the primaries 
(pure absorption without scattering and transition to other primaries), and complete 
mixings of the transmitted light components. We also highlighted the two limits of 
this model according to the value of its tunable parameter n: one limit is the additive 
Neubaeur equation (only case of additive color mixing applicable to printed surfaces), 
and the opposite limit is the multiplicative equation where the halftone ink layer tends 
to become a continuous ink layer. These equations can be considered as spectral mix-
ing laws giving a more physical meaning to the usual concept of subtractive color 
mixing.  

For the new inkless printing technologies based on laser irradiation, these classical 
models must be extended in order to cope with angle- and polarization dependent 
colors or to cope with the apparition of unknown primaries without simple correlation 
with the input parameters of the printing system. However, using a principal compo-
nent analysis on a large set of printed samples, we can obtain the spectral parameters 
of a finite number of “virtual primaries” and use them in the classical mixing laws, 
while keeping satisfying agreement between the predicted and measured spectral 
reflectances of the printed samples.  
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